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 OLIVER 
BAKER  
 
I love editing and have years of experience cutting specialist factual, 

drama docs, obs-docs, and factual entertainment.  I enjoy crafting 

story and character and with each new project I aim to make it the 

best it can be. I’m a calm and diplomatic presence in the cutting 

room. 

 
SELETED CREDITS: 
 
 
 

	
07866	552	589	

oliver@oliverbaker.co.uk	 

 

Drain the Oceans  |  1 x 50' Doc for MSP/Nat Geo 
‘1945; Year of Victory’ - Marine archaeologists investigate lost wrecks from around the world to reveal the 
secret weapons, sacrifice and bravery that helped bring WW2 to an end. Dir: Wayne Derrick 
 
Making a Monster: Robert Black  |  1 x 50' Drama Doc for Monster Films/C+I Network 
Leading forensic psychologists and psychiatrists share their own first-hand experiences and insights into 
the mind of a one Britain’s most notorious child serial killers: Robert Black.      Dir: David Howard 

 
The Real Prime Suspect  |  1 x 50' Drama Doc for Monster Films/CBS 
‘The Skeleton in the Carpet’ - Former DCI Jackie Malton interviews experts who identified the skeleton of a 
woman no one knew was missing, and brought her killer to justice. Dir: David Howard 
 
The 1900 Island  |  1 x 60 Structured Reality for Wildflame /BBC2	
Episode 3 - Four families are taken to live on a remote Welsh island where they have to catch fish and build 
a community in order to survive. SP: Alexis Girardet 
 
Back to The Factory: The Real Story  |  1 x 60 for Wall to Wall/BBC2	
Through the 1960s to the 1980s an army of women joined the workforce – this is their story, of sexual 
discrimination at home and at work, and their fight for equal rights and equal pay. Exec: Emily Shields 
 
Help! We’re having a Baby!  |  2 x 60 for Plimsoll/BBC1 Wales	
Fact-ent series following six families as they embark on the emotional rollercoaster ride that is parenthood. 
It’s about the horror, the hilarity – and the science – of having a new baby. Exec: Amy Joyce 
 
World’s Tiniest Masterpieces  |  1 x 60 for Yeti/Channel 4	
A look into the strange and quirky world of micro sculptor Willard Wigan as he attempts to break a world 
record by making the smallest sculpture ever made, set inside a human hair. Dir: Kenny Scott 

 
Frank Lloyd Wright: The Man Who Built America  |  1 x 60 for Wildflame/BBC 4	
Architect Jonathan Adams visits Wright’s most iconic buildings – the Guggenheim, Fallingwater, the Johnson Wax 
HQ – and explores how his philosophy of organic architecture is still influential today. Dir: Ian Jones 

 
Warship  |  1 x 60 for Renegade/Channel 4	
Access driven obs-doc set on Britain's biggest warship, HMS Ocean, as she completes her final seven-
month deployment to the Middle East. Exec: Alan Hayling 
 
Hayley |  7 x 30 for BBC 3 
Dating apps, holiday benders and botched cosmetic surgery: loveable but outspoken Hayley ‘The Tea Lady’ Pearce 
gets her head around the important issues of the day. Dir: Louise Bray 
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Coast Series 11  |  1 x 60 for BBC 2	
A journey along the coast of South-East Scotland and Northern England, from the Firth of Forth to Hull, 
presented by Neil Oliver. SP: Sian Price 

	
Painting the Johnsons  |		1 x 60’ for Sky Arts	
Documentary exploring the troubled life of artist Charlotte Johnson-Wahl, mother of Boris Johnson, who 
has struggled with mental illness all her life and who uses painting as therapy. Dir: Rupert Edwards 

 
                  The Greatest Poem of WWI: David Jones’ In Parenthesis |  1 x 60’ for BBC4 

Poet and author Owen Sheers traces the story of In Parenthesis; considered one of the greatest ever 
literary works about war. Dir: Ian Jones, from an English parade ground to the  

 
Hidden Killers of the Post-War Home  |  1 x 60' Doc for Modern TV/BBC 4 
Suzannah Lipscomb reveals the domestic hazards that lurked in every room of the 1950s home and uses 
modern science to show why they were so deadly. Exec: Griff Rhys-Jones 
 
Inside the Monkey Lab  |		1 x 30’ Obs Doc for VICE	
VICE gain exclusive access to film inside Europe’s largest primate research facility where scientists 
experiment on monkeys in search of cures for the worst human diseases. Exec: Kevin Sutcliffe 

	
Suffragettes Forever!  |		3 x 60' Doc for Matchlight/BBC 2	
From wife sales to women’s football and marching factory girls to winning the vote, this series looks at the 
untold history of the struggle for women’s rights, presented by Amanda Vickery. Dir: Rupert Edwards 
 
Nigel Slater: Eating Together  |  6 x 30' for Tigress/BBC 1 
Nigel Slater is invited into the kitchens of some of our best home cooks, in a celebration of all the different 
cultures and foods that make up modern Britain. Exec: Pete Lawrence 
 
T-Rex: Ultimate Survivor  |		1 x 60' Doc for Warehouse 51/Nat Geo	
New fossil discoveries are probed with cutting edge techniques to reveal the source of injuries and how T-
Rex was the ultimate survivor of its day. Exec: Carl Hall 
 
The Unexplained Files  |		1 x 60' Drama Doc for Raw TV/Discovery	
Paranormal events that defy rational explanation: Cattle mutilation, the ‘Mothman’, and the mysterious 
disappearance of a catamaran sailing off the Great Barrier Reef. Exec: Ben Fox / SP: John Fothergill 
 
River Cottage: Three Go Mad  |		1 x 60' for Keo Films/Channel 4	
Hugh invites Robert Webb, Lee Mack and Ruby Wax down to the cottage and gives them a master class in 
seasonal country cooking. SP: Stephen Leigh 

	
Making History: Gangsters  |		1 x 60' Drama Doc for 360 Production/Nat Geo	
Using CGI this drama doc recreates the key moments that no camera ever filmed in the rise and fall of the 
American gangster: from Al Capone to Bonnie and Clyde. Exec: John Farren 

	
Time Team Series 19 & 20  |		8 x 60' for Wildfire/Channel 4	
Channel 4’s long running archaeology show- featuring digs in the grounds of an Essex millionaire’s Tudor 
mansion and the lost coastal town of Dunwich. SP: Jobim Sampson 

 
Education: 
1997-2000  Goldsmiths University of London, BA Media & Comms, 1st 
1989-1996   Simon Langton Grammar, A-levels: 2 A’s, 3 B’s. GCSEs 11 A’s 

 
Other details: 
Location:  I am based for work in Cardiff, Bristol and London. 
Kit:   2 edit suites, either Avid MC or Adobe Premiere Pro, 18TB storage. 
Referees:  Jobim Sampson (Exec) 07801 516864,  Sarah Swingler (Exec)  07956 959031 


